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Introduction

The RSA crypto system by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman is the most well-known modern crypto system. In 1991 RSA Inc [1] published 54 challenges with various key lengths for the modulus N (100 to 617 decimal digits).

These RSA cipher challenges [2] were the most well-known crypto challenges. RSA Inc initially advertised prize money for the solution of 14 of these challenges [3]. When RSA Inc stopped the contest in 2007, the money for 8 prizes was already payed. By now (status January 2012), 16 of initially 54 challenges have been solved.

RSA Inc permitted the MTC3 team to host the remaining 38 challenges and to offer it within the MTC3 contest as challenges. Thanks to Ari Juels.
RSA-290

For solving the RSA-290 challenge it is necessary to factor the following decimal number with 290 decimal digits:

\[ N = 3050235186294003157769199519894966400298217959748768 \\
3486715266186733160876943419156362946151249328917515 \\
8646302243711712217169938447815343833256032181632549 \\
2011006499080739328588971852438360025119965057659707 \\
6902947432221039432760575157628357292075495937664206 \\
199565578681309135044121854119 \]

For the solution, please hand in one of the two prime factors as a decimal number.
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Appendix

A "cipher challenge" is a cryptographic problem that has been published, sometimes with a prize offered for cracking it.

When a cipher challenge has not yet been cracked despite many attempts, then confidence in the propagated system rises. If someone succeeds in cracking the problem, then the cryptosystem with the specified parameters is no longer regarded as secure.